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Abstract—The transition from fossil fuels to renewable energy generation is imperative to limit global warming and meet international climate targets. However, energy production from uncertain and intermittent renewable sources results in various energy management challenges. In this research, we propose an efficient computational design framework for the conceptual design of the energy system of a residential district, which includes energy generation, storage, demand, and distribution on building and district levels. Our approach is demonstrated using a Dutch residential district (the Brainport Smart District; BSD) as a case study. The proposed computational design framework can be used to model and evaluate the performance of various energy systems configurations, such as the enhanced use of photovoltaic (PV) systems and energy storage devices. In this paper, we present the results for various generation and storage scenarios with the purpose of supporting decision-making.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The construction and built environment sectors in the EU are responsible for 40% of ultimate energy consumption and 33% of CO₂ emissions. The operation of existing buildings requires approximately 75% of this energy consumption and CO₂ emissions [1]. The energy transition of the built environment is necessary to reduce the energy consumption and CO₂ emissions of the built environment. It entails huge investments in the sustainable renovation of current buildings, the introduction of renewable energy sources, the strengthening of the electricity network, and the introduction of the infrastructure of new energy systems such as district heating grids [2].

The use of renewable energy sources can solve existing problems in the field of energy and the environment. Moreover, decarbonization and transit to renewable energy sources reduce environmental pollutants resulting in great economic advantages in terms of preventing health expenses from diseases around the world [3]. In this regard, governmental plans are of high importance. For example, the Swedish government aims at reaching 100% renewable-based electricity generation by 2040 [4]. From another viewpoint, the electricity grid is not available for millions of households in the world. Therefore, areas without an electricity grid can benefit from renewable power production [5].

PV systems for public and agricultural applications can be operated as independent power sources of the grid or connected ones with low power to supply the electrical energy needed from small houses to large complexes [6]. Several applications of PV systems for energizing buildings were studied in the literature. The authors of [7], introduced a design framework for an independent renewable microgrid to feed a rural community load demand in China. A large-scale building-applied PV system was studied in [8] through economic, technical, and environmental analyses. The planning of distributed PV systems and energy storage devices linked to a distribution grid considering carbon emission reduction impact was investigated in [9]. Besides, the authors of [10] included the cost analysis in addition to the reliability assessment for a large-scale PV system in their research.

In the same context, the concept of Positive Energy Districts gained interest in recent years in order to accelerate the implementation of renewables in the built environment. According to a definition in [11], Positive Energy Districts are districts “that can not only generate more energy than consumed but are flexible enough to respond to all the variety of the available energy in the market”. Recently the International Energy Agency (IEA) started the Annex 83 project ‘Positive energy districts’ in the Energy in Buildings and Communities (EBC) Program.

Designing the energy system of (positive energy) districts is a complex task since many aspects need to be considered, e.g., from the technical perspective (electricity production, energy storage, energy management, etc.), but also from the social perspective. Appropriate tools can support decision-makers in their decision-making process [12]. Depending on the type of decision maker, such tools might require the modeling of various energy carriers, various market behavior, and social aspects. Moreover, the modeling requires adequate detail of the techno-economic structure [13]. In order to establish decision-making, the requirements and preferences per stakeholder as well as for the system as a whole have to be incorporated into the tools [14]. In summary, principles for modeling district energy systems in the built environment should consider: energy demand, energy potential, system costs and benefits, end-user characteristics,
infrastructure and energy storage, system boundaries, interface, energy saving measures, and flexibility of measures [13].

Despite the complexity of designing the future energy systems for districts, it was observed that district energy planners in the Netherlands do not often make use of the existing models in the scientific area [13]. Therefore, in this paper, we propose an efficient computational design framework for the conceptual design of the energy system of residential districts that can be used by these designers.

The design framework is demonstrated for the development of the energy system for the Brainport Smart District in the Netherlands. The Brainport Smart District is a residential district of ca. 2500 houses that will be built in the coming years. The district has ambitious (sustainability) goals [15], e.g., reducing the dependency on national electricity by using local renewable generation as much as possible locally within the district. In this paper, we use the computational design framework to evaluate the performance of various design options for the future district energy system. Different key performance indicators are assessed to support the decision-making. In order to maximize the on-site energy matching, a simple and efficient method is introduced for managing the energy storage system.

This paper is arranged in the following sections. The problem description and the computational design framework are explained in Sections II and III. The paper is followed by describing the case study and datasets as well as results in Sections IV and V. The last section contains the conclusion.

II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

This research aims at energizing a residential district utilizing local renewable energy generation as much as possible. In order to assess and compare various design solutions, the following key performance indicators (KPIs) are adopted.

A. On-site Energy Matching (OEM) [16]

This indicator demonstrates the ratio of on-site produced energy that is consumed by the load. In (1), \( P(t) \) and \( D(t) \) are the on-site produced power and load demand at an instantaneous interval. Moreover, \( dt \) shows the calculation time-step, whereas \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) show the beginning and finishing points of the time interval.

\[
OEM = \frac{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \min[P(t); D(t)] \, dt}{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} P(t) \, dt} \tag{1}
\]

B. On-site Energy Fraction (OEF) [16]

This indicator shows the ratio of the load fed by on-site produced energy.

\[
OEF = \frac{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \min[P(t); D(t)] \, dt}{\int_{t_1}^{t_2} D(t) \, dt} \tag{2}
\]

The OEM and OEF can be calculated for time intervals like a specific day, month, season or year by adjusting the beginning and finishing points. It is also possible to adjust the timestep, but in order to adequately assess the demand-matching, the timestep needs to be relatively small. In this research, the OEM and OEF are evaluated on a yearly time interval, and hourly time-steps are used. The graphical description for the calculation of OEM and OEF is shown in Fig. 1. Both OEM and OEF could vary between 0 and 1, including both boundaries. An appropriate on-site energy matching takes place when OEM and OEF take higher values simultaneously. In the ideal case, both OEM and OEF are equal to 1, meaning that all on-site produced power is consumed by and completely covers the on-site load demand [16].

![Figure 1. Visualization of OEM and OEF [16].](image)

C. One-Percent Peak Power (OPP) [17]

The OPP (in kW) shows the net swapped peak power with the network. This indicator provides the average of the 1% highest swapped power.

\[
OPP = \frac{W1\%_{\text{peak}}}{\Delta t/100} \tag{3}
\]

In (3), the numerator shows the energy in the one-percent highest peaks, and the denominator demonstrates the entire studied time.

D. Unused Energy Production (UEP)

The UEP (in MWh) represents the amount of the on-site produced energy which is not consumed by the load during a certain time interval. This indicator shows the amount of energy that can be exported to the grid.

\[
UEP = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} P(t) \, dt - \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \min[P(t); D(t)] \, dt \tag{4}
\]

E. Uncovered Load Demand (ULD)

The ULD (in MWh) shows the amount of the load in terms of energy that is not fed by on-site produced energy during a certain time interval. This indicator demonstrates the amount of energy that should be imported from the grid or stored in a potential seasonal energy storage device.

\[
ULD = \int_{t_1}^{t_2} D(t) \, dt - \int_{t_1}^{t_2} \min[P(t); D(t)] \, dt \tag{5}
\]

III. COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN FRAMEWORK

The design process starts with the analysis of the generation and demand datasets. Based on the given load demand, the OPP is calculated. Moreover, different PV and battery sizes should be
defined for further analysis based on load demand. Having the generation and demand data, the OEM and OEF are determined over different periods in the presence of an energy storage device. The greater the concurrent OEM and OEF values the less energy is imported from the grid. For example, if both annual OEM and OEF values are greater than 0.5 the district will need less than 50% of its demand to be imported from the grid while at least 50% of on-site produced power is consumed internally.

It is worth mentioning that, any type of renewable energy source or a mixture of sources can be used in the modeling based on the topography of a district. In this paper, we utilize PV systems as the energy source. Besides, this research proposes different potential solutions; however, the final decision for selecting the PV and battery sizes is made by the project holders based on their criteria like available areas for installing PV systems, investment budget, long-term plans, etc. The flowchart of the proposed computational design framework is presented in Fig. 2.

A simple but efficient strategy for charging and discharging the energy storage device is presented in this research. The energy storage device starts for a charge or discharge while amounts of on-site produced power and load are different during the studied time-step. In the charge period, the amount of on-site produced power is greater than the load demand and there is a charge capacity. On the other hand, in the discharge period, the amount of on-site produced power is lower than the load demand and there is a discharge capacity. The details of the charge and discharge strategy for the energy storage device are explained in Fig. 3.

### Figure 3. Charge and discharge strategy of the energy storage device for each time-step.

Having the proposed strategy, we need to define different sizes for PV and energy storage systems. A simple approach was introduced in [18] to calculate the size of a PV system for Dutch houses. Undoubtedly, this method is not based on exact optimization formulas; however, it provides a simple assumption for calculating the PV system’s size. In this research, we use a 4 kW solar system as an initial value for the size of each PV in a house. This size could be smaller at the district level because of the reduced amount of demand in the connected loads. Moreover, in addition to the initially selected size, we examine other sizes including smaller and greater than to make a fair comparison among the KPIs.

Based on the defined PV sizes, we can examine also different energy storage sizes. In the next sections, the KPIs will be analyzed through a heat map that includes various PV and battery sizes in a graph.

### IV. CASE STUDY AND DATASETS

In this paper, energizing Brainport Smart District (BSD) is investigated. The following design requirements of BSD are defined by the BSD design team: the annual OEM and OEF of the district should be around 0.5; the OPP should be lower than 4 kW per house.

The district will be built in different phases. The share of different households in phase 1 is reported in Table I. It is worth mentioning that phase 1 consists of 21 projects (building plots) which each contain 60 houses, so in total 1260 houses. In the next section, we will analyze the KPIs related to each type of house in one project. Later, the combinations of different house types will be investigated for the given number of projects.
The hourly load profiles over the period of a year are taken from [19]. This reference also provides the details of the surface for each type of house. Besides, our analysis is based on the electricity supply for all devices, including heating. Therefore, domestic hot water (DHW) and space heating will require heat pumps. The used values for the coefficient of performance (COP) for heat pumps are reported in Table II. For the space heating demand data, the current thermal insulation package according to the Dutch building code is employed. The details of insulation parameters are provided in Table III.

### Table I. The Share of Different Households in Phase 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of house</th>
<th>Apartment</th>
<th>Terraced</th>
<th>Detached</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of projects</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share (%)</td>
<td>47.6</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cumulative load demand for each type of house in one project is shown in Fig. 4.

### Table II. The Coefficient of Performance (COP) For The Heat Pumps (Air-Water).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Load type</th>
<th>DHW</th>
<th>Space Heating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table III. The Thermal Insulation Parameters [19].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insulation package</th>
<th>Current</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Re-floor, [m²/kW]</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-wall, [m²/kW]</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Re-roof, [m²/kW]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each load profile consists of the following categories of plugged loads, heating/cooling loads, and DHW loads. For heating/cooling loads, EnergyPlus simulations were conducted in [19]. For plugged and DHW loads, measured datasets from Dutch households over the period of a year are used. The average annual load demand values per house in a project are expressed in Table IV. To have an appropriate design framework, different kinds of households such as couples and families are used to form the total load. In this table, SP stands for the set point, whereas, the high SP equals 24 °C and the low SP equals 20 °C. Each project consists of 60 plugged loads, 15 space heating demands for high SP-Couple, 15 space heating demands for low SP-Couple, 30 DHW demands for Couple, 15 space heating demands for high SP-Family, 15 space heating demands for low SP-Family, and 30 DHW demands for Family. Having different types of demands, we can form the mixture demand. The average values for the annual mixture demands in each project (60 houses) are shown in Table V.

### Table IV. The Average Annual Load Demand by Category.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Apartment</th>
<th>Terraced</th>
<th>Detached</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plugged loads [kWh]</td>
<td>3038.35</td>
<td>3038.35</td>
<td>3038.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space heating (High SP-Couple) [kWh]</td>
<td>591.95</td>
<td>1629.25</td>
<td>1960.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space heating (Low SP-Couple) [kWh]</td>
<td>366.25</td>
<td>1060.16</td>
<td>1235.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHW (Couple) [kWh]</td>
<td>1348.86</td>
<td>1348.86</td>
<td>1348.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space heating (High SP-Family) [kWh]</td>
<td>636.02</td>
<td>1578.48</td>
<td>1865.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space heating (Low SP-Family) [kWh]</td>
<td>395.79</td>
<td>922.01</td>
<td>1143.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHW (Family) [kWh]</td>
<td>2950.32</td>
<td>2950.32</td>
<td>2950.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table V. The Average Annual Mixture Demand per Project (60 Houses).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project type</th>
<th>Apartment</th>
<th>Terraced</th>
<th>Detached</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total mixture demand [kWh]</td>
<td>5685.44</td>
<td>6485.42</td>
<td>6739.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cumulative load demand for three projects each with 60 houses.

**Figure 4.** Cumulative load demand for three projects each with 60 houses.

The PV generation profiles for the city of Helmond (Latitude: 51.5 and Longitude: 5.4) over the period of a year are taken from [20].

### V. Results

In this section, the OPP values related to each type of house in one project are calculated. After that, the whole district including 10 apartment projects, 9 terraced house projects, and 2 detached house projects will be analyzed. It is worth mentioning that different scenarios for the size of PV and energy storage devices will be considered in our analysis. The district energy operator will have the freedom to choose the final solution among the proposed ones based on investment costs, the
area given for PVs, and the inclusion of other generation/storage units.

The numerical analysis was done using Python codes. It is important to note all calculations are made based on hourly intervals. Moreover, the parameters related to the energy storage device are provided in Table VI.

**Table VI. The Parameters Used For The Battery.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Efficiency of the battery</th>
<th>socmin</th>
<th>socmax</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10% rated capacity</td>
<td>100% rated capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**A. Individual Projects**

Each project contains 60 different load profiles which were discussed in Table IV. Therefore, 3 different types of projects are considered, consisting of apartment houses, terraced houses, and detached houses, respectively. The OPP values are reported in Table VII for each type of building at house and project levels.

**Table VII. The OPP Values For Each House Type.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>House type</th>
<th>Apartment [kW]</th>
<th>Terraced [kW]</th>
<th>Detached [kW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One project</td>
<td>69.94</td>
<td>77.91</td>
<td>88.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One house</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**B. The BSD Level (The Whole District)**

Phase 1 of BSD contains 1260 houses which are analyzed through 21 projects. The details related to the number of buildings by house type were provided in Table I. The cumulative load demand for 21 projects is illustrated in Fig. 5.

The PV size calculation is accomplished based on the descriptions supplied in Section III. The PV sizes are 1.2, 2.4, 4.8, 7.2, and 9.6 all in MW. Also, the battery sizes are 0, 4.8, 9.6, 14.4, and 19.2 all in MWh.

**Figure 5. Cumulative load demand for 21 projects (1260 houses).**

1) **OEM and OEF analysis**

Following the proposed approach for the individual projects, different PV and battery sizes are considered for the calculation of the annual OEM and OEF in Fig. 6. According to Fig. 6, for the PV size equal to 7.2 MW and the battery size equal to 9.6 MWh, OEM and OEF are equal to 0.44 and 0.48, respectively. These values are close to the requirements mentioned in Section IV and can be considered acceptable. This specific design solution is investigated in more detail below by investigating the daily OEM and OEF values.

**Figure 6. Annual OEM and OEF values for the BSD.**

2) **OPP and energy balance analysis**

The amount of the OPP in the BSD level equals 1.5 MW. Also, the annual energy balance values are reported in Table VIII for the whole district. These meet the requirements as defined in Section IV.

Fig. 7 shows daily OEM and OEF analysis for the district. The components of this figure show the variety of OEM and OEF based on daily intervals over a year (365 days). Under Fig. 7, the OEM takes values between 0.28 and 1 in which the winter days are greater. Also, the OEF takes values between 0.05 and 0.95 in which the summer days are greater.

2) **OPP and energy balance analysis**

The amount of the OPP in the BSD level equals 1.5 MW. Also, the annual energy balance values are reported in Table VIII for the whole district. These meet the requirements as defined in Section IV.
VI. CONCLUSION

This paper offers an efficient computational design framework for the conceptual design of district energy systems of residential districts with low dependency on the grid. Renewable energy systems are considered the main source of electricity generation for the district. Therefore, optimal design and operation of energy storage systems are important to increase the self-consumption of the district. The framework allows the assessment of the relevant KPIs for the solutions. Besides, the framework is demonstrated for the Brainport Smart District in the Netherlands; it provides valuable insights to the design team regarding the various design solutions (the optimal capacity of storage and PV production).

Future developments still are open in the following categories. For the generation, other renewable sources could be considered. For storage systems, heat storage is an advantageous option for research. For the demand, including different factors such as housing types, user types, and insulation levels result in a more accurate decision-making tool. Finally, different district heating networks can be investigated to provide further potential solutions.
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